Differential biological effects of K252 kinase inhibitors are related to membrane solubility but not to permeability.
K252a and K252b are related protein kinase inhibitors that, dependent on conditions, can either inhibit or potentiate the effects of neurotrophic factors. K252a, an ester, is more potent and more cytotoxic on intact cells than K252b, a carboxylic acid. To understand better why these drugs elicit different degrees of biological responses, we analyzed their hydrophobicity, cell permeability, and subcellular distribution. As judged by partitioning between organic and aqueous phases, both compounds are hydrophobic. The partition coefficients were 15.6:1 (organic/aqueous phases) for K252a and 4.4:1 for K252b. The ratio of fluorescence excitation at 352 nm to that at 340 nm for the K252 compounds in the organic alcohol 1-decanol versus water provides a simple assay of binding of these compounds to phospholipid membranes. This ratio shifted for K252a, but not K252b, in the presence of phospholipid vesicles, indicating that K252a dissolved in the hydrophobic interior of the membrane. Using quantitative video fluorescence microscopy, we found that K252a strongly labeled both Sf9 insect cells and PC12 rat pheochromocytoma cells, probably staining intracellular membranes. The uptake of K252a was rapid and apparently irreversible. K252b also quickly entered Sf9 and PC12 cells, but staining was much weaker. Hence, K252a and K252b are similar in that they both rapidly enter cells but greatly differ in their membrane solubility.